Anisotropy search in the Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray Spectrum
in the Northern Hemisphere using the Telescope Array surface detector
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Abstract: In the region of highest energies, the shape of cosmic ray energy spectrum may contain information on the source density distribution and chemical composition. In
this study, using observed event with Telescope Array surface detector, we search for directional differences in the shape of energy spectrum. Observed cosmic ray energy
spectras are compared between sky areas that have larger density of nearby objects, such as the super-galactic plane, and others that do not. The distributions differ. We found the
chance probability to obtain the difference in statistically equivalent distributions is estimated as 6.2x10-4 (3.2σ). Similarly, observed energy distributions of events within 11o
from VCV AGNs and out of this region were compared. Chance probability to obtain observed difference in statistically equivalent distributions is estimated as 1.5x10-2 after
considering penalty factor. The observed distributions were compared with the result from numerical propagation simulation expecting model parameter which obtained in the
previous study and source density profile from 2MRS catalogue. Qualitatively the observed difference is reasonably consistent with the expectation from the simulation.

Analysis for super galactic plane (SGP)

5year data of TA surface detector (zenith angle <55o E >1019eV)
○ Define SGP Latitude <30o as “On source” , SGP Latitude >30o as ”Off source”
○ Exposure fractions for On/Off areas become ½ vs ½ . (52% vs 48%)
Fig.1 shows observed energy distributions from all sky , On and Off source sky.
The black line shows the best fit broken power law expressed by the function
○

(Eo = 1 EeV).

Summary of On/Off difference of distribution:
The difference of break energy , Δlog10(Eb/Eo), is 0.16.
The fraction of events in the Off source area above
the break energy, (No f f (E > Eb)/Nall(E > Eb)), was 0.34
instead of 0.48 which is expected from the exposure ratio.

Chance probability estimation:
With a simulation which assumes that both distributions are
statistically equivalent with the entire exposure. Namely, in
each energy bin the events have been shuffled to On and Off
source distributions accordingly to the corresponding
fraction of the exposure, binomially. Fig.3 shows frequency
distribution of the difference parameter. The observed value
corresponds to a probability 6.2x10-4 (3.2σ).
Fig. 1: The energy distributions of observed Fig. 2: The confidence contours of Eb and α2. After considering 5% of anti-sidereal amplitude as remaining
systematic effect which does not canceled out, still the
Red and blue colors denote CL for the
events for the On/Off areas using SGP.
On/Off regions respectively.
chance probability does not change much.(6.9x10-4 )

Analysis for the known object list (VCV list)
With AGNs from Veron-Cetty& Veron 12 catalogue with cut on redshift z<0.018 [1]. The opening
angle of the On and Off source areas was adjusted to maximize the signal (1o-15o 1o step).
For a given opening angle and given energy bin in the Off/On source area we calculate the ratio
of the observed number of events to the expected number, based on the exposure ratio. Then
deviation of this quantity from the expectation was calculated and sum it over all bins. In data,
the largest deviations were seen for the opening angle 11o. Fig.4 is the fraction plot of Off
source region at the opening angle 11o.
Same analysis with SGP case are repeated for energy distributions from On/Off area.

Fig. 4: Fraction of number of events in
the Off source area to the expected Fig. 5: The energy distributions of
Fig. 6: The confidence contours of Eb
number. (“fraction plot”)
observed events for the On/Off areas and α2. Red and blue correspond
using VCV AGNs.
On/Off regions respectively.

Fig. 3: (No f f (E > Eb)/Nall(E > Eb)), versus Eb
Obtained in Monte Carlo simulations.
Red marker represents observed value

Comparison with propagation simulation using
density profile from 2MRS catalogue for On/Off area.

we performed simulations using a propagation code CRPropa2.2.0.4 [2] and
the source distribution from the 2MRS catalogue [3] using the density profile
calculation described in [4]. The calculations were done for sky area with the
definition of On source as |SGP lat| <30o, and Off source as |SGP lat|>30o .
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 display results of proton primary. Injection and evolution
parameters were set to -2.2 and 7 respectively based on previous study [5].
Simulated flux is scaled with the number of events in data avove 1019 eV.

Fig .8 : Data and energy distributions On/Off
area expected for protons arriving from the
sources with 2MRS density profile.

Fig .9 : Same figure with Fig. 8 with artificial
cut on source distribution at Off source side
distance <75Mpc.

Qualitatively, the difference of observed energy distributions between the On
source and Off source regions was consistent with this simulation.
However, more statistics is needed to infer detail of composition.

Summary

Summary On/Off difference of distribution:
The difference of break energy , Δlog10(Eb/Eo), is 0.31.
The fraction of events in the Off source area above
the break energy, (No f f (E > Eb)/Nall(E > Eb)), was 0.12
instead of 0.19 which is expected from the exposure ratio.
Chance probability estimation:
Fig. 7: (No f f (E > Eb)/Nall(E > Eb)), versus Eb.
In each energy bin the events has been shuffled to On and Obtained in Monte Carlo simulations. The
Off source distributions accordingly to the corresponding distribution was sampled only from cases
o in MC.
Φmax
=11
fraction of exposure of each opening angle step binomially.
Fig. 7 shows frequency distribution of the difference
parameter in simulations. The distribution was sampled only
from cases Φ =11o gave maximum deviation in a simulation.
A penalty factor which accounts for the opening angle tuning
was calculated by counting number of case giving maximum
deviation for each opening angle in the simulations.
Estimated penalty factor is 9.
The observed value correspond to a probability 1.5x10-2

□ A different way of evaluation of anisotropy of cosmic ray was tried.
The approach is complementary to the usual anisotropy studies.
□ Energy distributions within 30o from SGP and out of this were compared.
 Chance probability to obtain the observed difference is 6.2x10-4 (3.2σ).
□ Same analysis for within 11o from AGNs as On source are done.
 The chance probability for the observed difference is 1.5x10-2
□The observed distributions were compared with simulation with source
density profile from 2MRS catalogue.
The observed feature of difference in the flux attenuation at high energy
end is consistent with its dependence on the distances of sources which is
predicted with numerical simulation. We believe that the approach developed
here will help to reveal cosmic ray sources and their chemical composition.
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